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Beckwith looks at Reagan Court
8) Res Gestae Staff

David Beckwith, an editor for the
Washington Legal Times, spoke to a
sizable gathering of students about the
future of the Supreme Court once the
Reagan admimstration took the reins in
Washington, D.C. Beckwith admitted
these were "dicey times" for liberals
a in the nation's capitol : they were
justified in their fears that the court
would be moving away from its socalled progressive roots. With five
Justices being 72 years of age or older,
he said, there is a great likelihood that
Reagan will have enough appointments
over the next four years to create a
strong conservative majority.
Beckwith discussed the phys ical
health of several of the Justices and
speculated as to who might be expected
to retire William Brennan, at 74 years
of age had mentioned retiring to spend
more time with his wife who has cancer. Her cancer. however, appears to
be in remission, removing that
motivation for his retirement. Furthermore, according to Beckwith ,
"He's hired clerks for this year and also
a set for the year after that in order to
stop rumours of his retirement. "
Warren Burger at 73 appears to be
" hale and hearty," even though he fell
off his bicycle las t year. Rumour has it
that he'd been imbibing a bit before the
fall. Powell, Blackbun and Marshall
are all more or less healthy for men of
their age, but that does not mean much .
Beckwith claimed to have inside information about Marshall. " HE is there to
stay until he is forced off. I would
imagine Brennan's the same." When
a sked why some of the liberal judges

had not retired early on when Carter
was trailing Reagan to give Carter the
opporunity to appoint more liberal
justices, Beckwith replied, "Nobody
seems to want to give up. even though
they always said they didn't want to
make a spectacle of their last years as
Doublas did."
Beckwith also specula ted as to
possible Reagan appointees While
mentionmg that Amalya Kearse <a U of
M Law Alum, for all of you not up on
famous grads) would have been high on
Carter's list, he did not believe that she
would be Reagan 's choice. She remains
a possibility because, as Beckwith said,
"they always like to get those 'twofers'- in this ca se a black woman.
Beckwith flet a more likely choice
would be Carla Hills , " the only
Republican woman of stature. The in
joke a round Washington, however, is
that if a woman is appointed, she'll
have to phone in her opinions from
home while she's taking care of the
kids." Overall, Beckwith felt it was,
" up in the air as to what blacks or
women Reaga n could a ppoint. You can
pretty much see who's on the lists by
seeing who a ppeared in the last few
Reagan commercials before the election."
Beckwith told his audience that the
major policy change which would occur
if Reagan djd have the opportunity of
establishing a conservative m ajority
would be a de-em phasis of environmental protection. The lower courts ha ve
been generally sympathetic to claims
of protectionists and conservationists,
but a Reagan Supreme Court would not
be. The Supreme Court would probab ly
attack the E P A's present standards
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and insist on a cost/benefit analysis ap·
proach to justify blocking resource
development. "Environmental issues
are going to get hotter with the energy
crisis. The EPA is going to need a
friendly judiciary," claimed Beckwith.
They are not likely to get one of Reagan
has any influence in the matter. Other
changes Beckwith expected, though not
necesarily at the Supreme Court level,
were a decrease in white collar crime
prosecutions and an incr ease in
traditional antitrust enforcement actions.
The future of the Senate JudiciaJ'y
Committee. instrumental in the process
of a ppointing Supreme Court justices,
was also analyzed by Beckwith. A
student expressed fear about the
policies of the Committee's new chairman, Strom Thurmond. Beckwith
replied, " U you think he's a crazy man,
you should see some of the otoer
Republicans on the Committee." The
major change which Beckwith considered possible was a return to the

blue slip system, where the Senators
from the nominee's state had a veto
over the nominee. The return to the
blue slip system would replace Carter 's
merit panels. Such a change did not
particularly bother Beckwith because
he felt there was not much difference in
the quality of the choices made under
the two systems a nd both systems could
result in highly partisan choices <over
90% of Carter's appointees to the lower
courts were Democrats, according to
Beckwith .).
Beckwith tried to end his discussion
on a positive note. He concluded. " With
the Senate changing hands, there's no
way to stop him <Reagan > from appointing conservatives. But , based on
Reagan's a ppointments in California,
his choices won't be that bad. Th people
who a re going to be most upset a re the
a rchconservatives. Reagan won't want
to go down in history as the person who
thr ew the Supreme Court back into the
19th century."

Seniors vote for
Caps and Gowns
by Richard Ca uley
Seruor Day next May will be a "much
more traditional cer emony" according
to third-year r epresentative and Senior
Day committee member Gary Robb.
Seniors voted 87-77 to r e a u ire
graduating Seniors to wear caps and
gowns at the ceremonies in the referendum held November 18 and, according
to Robb , Dean Sandalow , who is
r esponsible for putting the event
together. "expects" that they will be
worn. In addition, the organ in Hill
audjtorium will be used , there will be a
processional, and the faculth will a ppear in full academic regalia. This will
certainly comport with the wishes of

The 1981 Rate Committee will begin
meeting in J anuary to develop the
operating budget for the Lawyers Club
for the upcoming fiscal year. The
budget will be submitted to the Board of
Governors for approval in February. In
addition to preparing the budget, the
Rate Committee sets the room and
board rates and defines priorities for
spending money on improvements in
the Quad.

ma ny of the people who put comments
on their ballots, stating that they " wa nted to feel like they wer e r eally
.
gradua ti ng."
In other action, the Sena te recognized
a new organization, the Gay Law
Students Association, composed of
seven members, and voted 8-2 to give
them $75.
Also, the Ad Hoc Committee on
Disciplinary Procedures submitted its
propoed changes to the Rules. These
changes , which are primarily
procedural, streamline the disciplinary
process and adjust the burden of proof
in som e cases to make the process work
more smoothly.

Students interested in making a contribution to the decision making
process are needed to serve on the
Committee. Serving on the Committee
is one of the best ways of helping to improve the quality of life in the Club and
protect the interests of the students.
such interests not always being of particular importance to the Housing Administration. Volunteers should contact
Char les Ryans at 764-9032 or Jane
Range at 764-9076.
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testifying, Papelian moved to have the marriage
declared a sham, but U.S. District Court Judge
Robert DeMascio found insufficient evidence of
fraud to grant the motion.
-National Law J ournal, November 10, 1980

Law in.
the Raw

Pot to Kettle

Compiled by Matthew Kiefer

Separate, but Unequal
A controversy has developed at the University of
Texas School of Law over plans to turn a present
Men's Room into a dual facility, by putting a partition r ight down the middle so tha t men would get
the urinals and women would get the stalls. Male
law students are complaining that the proposed
arrangement will unfairly "limit their activities."
- Texas La w For um, October 29, 1980

Help Yourself

Slick Move
J oseph Papelian, an assistant U.S. Attorney in
Detroit, was a Little upset. After securing the
testimony of a key witness by offering her immunity, his preparations were proceeding smoothly
in the trial of a man charged with stealing $1 million
in fur coats. Then, the hapless prosecutor got the
news that his ke y witness was about to get
married- to the defendant. Because this would
enable her to claim the spousal privilege to avoid

The student Senate is solicit ing
suggestions regarding commencement
speakers for May graduation. Any
senior that has a suggestion should drop
a note at the Senate office. 2nd floor
Hutchins.
For students who will be typing their
final exams, please be aware of a
change in procedures in regard to obtaining exam tickets and exams- both
should be picked up from the proctor in
the room where the exam is actually
taking place rather than Room 200 as in
the past. A proctor will be in Room 200
and time you upon entering the typing
room.
Beginning Monday, December 8 a nd
continuing through the end or F INALS,
the Law Club Continental Breakfast
will add BREAKFAST ENTREE items
to the menu. Each morning an egg,
meat and pancake/waffle item will be
available. Wake up with breakfast at
the LAWCLUB.

In a highly publicized decision, the U.S. Supreme
Court has ruled that a Kentucky public school
system's posting of a copy of the Ten Commandments in each class room was a violation of the
First Amendment's 'separation of church and state'
pr inciple. Howe\ter, the court failed to clarify the
reach of its holding. It did not, for instance, say
whether the ruling applied to the Ten Commandments carved into the marble wall above its own
bench.
-ABC World News Tonight, November 17, 1980

The California Bar Association's 1980 Convention,
held last September, o£fer ed a number of unusually
mellow sessions in such areas as "Coping Successfully with Stress," " Effective Resolution of Interpersonal Conflicts," and " Dealing with the NonAssertive Client.'' The new self -help programs were
added to this year 's agenda as a result of the extraordinary success of a previous conference
program on body language.
-American Lawyer. ovemher 1980

FOUND-Gold Cross pen (monogrammed) . Call Pam at995-4140.

notices
To help Michigan students who want
to clerk for judges in 1982 and later, I
am preparing a list of judicial
clerkships taken by Michigan students.
Future applicants will then know what
j udges have accepted clerks from
Michigan, and they will be able to
discuss those judges with their
Michigna clerks. If you have accepted a
judicial clerkship beginning in 1981 ,
please drop off a note in room 412 Hutchins Hall giving your name, your
judge's name, the address of the chambers, and the term of the clerkship.
Copies of this list will be available in the
placement office. Thank you. Bob
Fulton

Tne class•c RADL CY
snet.ano nas me a JtnentiC
Alan Pa1ne ~CJ<JIC snou1oer
Made tn E:.nqlano m
exc1us1ve col Jrs

$37.50

Sunshine Patriots
The president of the National Legal Aid and
Defender Association wrote a letter to the faithful
recently, inviting them to altend the Association's
ani1Ual conference in San Juan, adding that it was
" particularly appropriate that those dedicated to
alleviating lhe problems of poverty in the U.S. have
a n opportunity to explore and experience Puerto
Rico." Among the places which the accompanying
hotel information urged participants to " explore
and experience" were the beach, the casino, the
pool , the night clubs, and the shopping on St.
Thomas.
- Legal Times of Washington, November 10, 1980

Briefs

A g r oup of (pres umba ly nervous ) EPA
bureaucrats have devised a new Reagan Administration agency seal. It features a green tree
inside a red circle crossed by a diagonal red slash.
- Legal Times or Washington, November 10, 1980
The University of Maryland School of Law, which
fifty years ago denied admission to Thurgood Marshall because o his race. has come fuJI circle. The
school 's new S4 million library was dedicated last
month in the Supreme Court Justice's honor.
-National Law Journal. November /0, 1980

Case of the Week
State v. VanDyke. (Arizona Sup. Ct. Docket No.
4734)-man who broke into his own home may be
convicted of burglary under state burglary statute.

Changes in the law school 's
Disciplinary Procedures have been
proposed by the Faculty Committee.
Copies are available in the Student
Senate Office for student perusal and
comment.
The purpose of Senior Day is to
honor the graduating class in a way
more personal than possible at a
University-wide ceremony, though it is
not intended to take the place of the
University Commencement exercises.
We hope you will be able to attend as we
feel this wi!J be a memorable occasion
for you and your parents and friends .
It is important that we know whether
each graduating senior is or is not planning to attend , since seating
arr angements are made so as to
f~tcilitate the awarding of certificates to
each member of the class present. We
would greatly appreciate hearing from
you on this matter as soon as possible.
You may respond by stopping by Room
320 of Hutchins Hall and filling out a
registra tion form . Invitations will be
available to you to send to your guests.
Come early !
Date : Sunday, December 7, 1980
Place: Hale Auditorium. in the

Graduate School of business
Administration
Time: 2:00 p.m.- Ceremony
Speaker: The Honorable Damon J .
Keith U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Sixth Circuit
Reception : Lawyers Club Lounge
immediately following

The Res Gestae is looking for
interested students to fill the
positions of News Editor and
Features Editor for next
semester. Both are pai d
positions, and will involve a
time commitment of about ten
hours per week. The paper also
needs students interested in
writing news and fea ture
stories, and in selling advertising on a commission basis.
Please contact Matthew Kiefer
(665-0018) or Cub Schwartz
(966-Q335 ), or put a note in the
R.G. bOx outside the Senate office.

DO YOU KNOW W HERE
YOUR FRIE N DS A R E?
I

If it's between 11:00 a.m. and 2:00a.m. they're probably at
PIZZA BOB'S masticating the munchies away, ingesting epicurean deligh ts, imbibing impossibly delicious potables, submitting
their taste buds to salacious assaults of indescribable ecstacy.
Or, in other wo rds, they probably slud on down to P.B.'s to
wrap themselves around one of the best tasting meals in A2 .

PIZZA

PIZZA

BOB'S

BOB'S

UPTOWN
F

Von Bove!'l, Inc. -State Street at The Arcade

8 14 S. STATE ST.
665-45 17

8 10 S. ST ATE ST.
665-45 18
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Students extol clinic experience
by Elisa Bean
A couple of weeks ago, I was scanning courses for
next semester and desperately wishing I had the inside scoop onwhich were worthwhile. That's when I
realized I had the story on one such course and other
people might want to hear it. The course is Clinic
and the scoop is that it's a sure winner.
I decided to take Clinic I <the "regular" clinic),
because at the end of first year I felt isolated from
the "real world," lost in a maze of academia, and
still not sure at all what being a lawyer meant. I
wasn't going to get any legal experience over the
summer, and I had no clue on finding a comfortable
legal niche. I hoped Clinic would expose me to
litigation and a small office atmosphere, as well as
reconnect me to " real " people.
I STUMBLED ONTO an excellent source. The instructors, Steven Pepe and Roy Daniel , were
dedicated, experienced, and enthusiastic, They
strove to give as much responsibility to students as
possible while providing essential backup and encouragement. I started out positive I would be the
next Calamity Jane of the courtroom , but careful
supervision prevented my mistakes from becoming
my clients' disasters. As my confidence and expertise increased, the supervisors stepped aside to
permit my maximum professional growth. ll was
an intricate dance, but they did it well.
The course itself consists of seminars on interpersonal and litigation skills (including an intensive
trial preparation workshop), regular office hours,
and multiple court appearances, legal negotiations,
investigative work, research, and related activities.
Students work in pairs and handle caseloads of 6-10
cases referred by the courts of Legal Aid. They have
their own offices, small library, and typists. The
cases are controlled for variety and capacity to be a
single-semester experience. I had cases on com-

mitment to a mental hospital, larceny, bankruptcy,
child custody, and spouse abuse, among others.
The Clinic was professionally run and used
sophisticated learning techniques such as
videotaping role play exercises, one-on-one counselling, regular caseload reviews, and a complete
mock trial, to improve skills. I suspect that much
personal attention and innovative instruction are
not available in many classes. It is quality
education at its best.
THERE WERE drawbacks. The cases demanded
many hours of work, and morning court appearances meant classes before 11:00 were often shortchanged. The seminars were useful only if
prepared for <more hours) and were so intense
during the trial workshop that I felt burned out
before it was over. Then too, litigation has
unavoidable frustrations . My first week, my partner and I frantically prepared for a trial in which
the complaining witness decided not to show. Our
client was delighted, but we never got to use those
searing cross-ex questions. incompatible partners
and incompatible clients were also problems. My
partner was great, but one scheming client phoned
regularly at home until he finally got the idea I
didn't appreciate answering legal questions during
dinner. Another, a prisoner being transferred to a
mental institution, was so incoherent that I was
afraid to be alone with her, especially after they
took off the handcuffs !
Despite these problems, the bonuses far outweighed the drawbacks. For one thing, court work
was exciting, a change of pace, scary, and fun. The
course fully met my expectations for acquiring
litigation experience and a g~ sense of how a
small office might operate. I also got practical experience in writing motions, client letters, and file
notes, as well as researching client problems. I had

some wild negotiations- one with a screaming
proprietor who was pressing charges against my
client for kicking in a glass door, another with a
slick attorney in a child custody dis pute in which my
client had no intention of leaving his family or
home.
IT WAS REAL, and I experienced what lawyers
do, say, and feel in real situations. My academic
work made sense in this setting as the star ting point
from which all else unfolded, and I gained perspective on what I should be taking away from other
classes. I also found out litigation involves difficult
and varied skills well worth time and study . To be
able to work on these skills in a setting where I was
also helping people deal with serious problems was
a very satisfying thing.
Some unexpected bonuses cropped up, too. For
example, Clinic was a strong selling point on my
resume and provided great interview material. It
also added spice to my other courses, especially
evidence, since it seemed each thing I learned
sooner or later was useful in a case. Finally, I was
videotaped and recorded enough that, for the first
time, I began to understand how I appeared to
others. I was forced to see my manner analytically
. in order to improve it, and this analytical perspective is probably the most useful thing i'll take with
me from law school.
WHE N I DECIDED to come to Michigan, I
thought I was going to a professional school. But after first year, I had seen only the school part of it.
Clinic exposed me to the profession. Law involves
more than books, and the other parts don 't come
naturally. I urge you not to miss your chance to
learn interpersonal and litigation skills through a
quality program in a satisfying setting. It's one
program worth those tuition dollars we have to pay.
Of course, mine is only one side of the Clinic story.
Sixteen students took the regular clinic in the fall
semester, and each has different impressions.

Don ,t let the R. G. escape
To The Law School Community:
Recently, the National Lawyers
Guild and individual supporters sent a
letter to the Res Gestae protesting the
presence of the CIA on this campus. At
that time, the signers specifically
requested that their names be withheld
AND that the reason for withholding be
printed-i.e., that many of the signers
feared reprisal by the CIA.
On November 7, 1980, Cub Schwartz,
Editor of the RG, wrote a letter to his
own paper (! ) entitled "Don't Let the
CIA Escape" in which he mounted a
vicious attack on the NLG. This article
is among the more blatant examples of
irresponsible journalism that we have
encountered in the RG this year (along
with the "Nuke the Groupies" headline
in the most recent iss ue). The fundamental disagreements we have with
Schwartz ' political "analysis" are
secondary to the underhanded way he
focused on the withholding of names.
Although he knew the real reason for
withholding the names <fear of
harassment> , he refused to print it, and
instead suggested in his own letter that
the signers were inter viewing with big
corporate firms and wanted to conceal
their identities for ulterior motives !

Fear not, Cub, none of the signers of the
letter intend to compete for your corporate job. Schwartz was deliberately
deceptive in concealing our true motive
from the law school community and
then bootstrapping himself into the
argument that we are hypocrites.
When asked, Cub admitted that he did
not think the charge of cowardice, lack
of conviction, and hypocrisy were true,
but that he printed his letter purely to
"create a controversy. " ln fact, the
signers offered Schwartz a list of names
if he wanted them, and he declined.
While some of the signers were willing
to submit their names, the fear of
repression is legitimate. For example,
the NLG has been under continual survP.i II a nee since its inceotion in 1973.

see

The recently released Heritage
Foundation Report strongly recommends to Reagan that his administration rapidly intensify the
covert surveillance by intellige" r"
agencies, and that civil liberties and
human rights _should no longer be a

Page .c

pril)rity, among other things. CSee front '
page Detroit Free Press or Ann Arbor
News, Sunday, November 16, 1980).
Finally, Cub suggested that we confront the CIA with its own evil deeds in
ee CIA,
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Students extol clinic experience
Clinical Law is the only course r have
had at the Jaw wchool where I learned
by doing. H has taught me more about
being a lawyer than all the other courses I've had combined. It is a totally different experience than the boring lectures I am used to. I have really
benefitted from it.
Kevi11 r r('nch

The Universi ty of Michigan Law School

Exam fever

Now that e\o'eryone has diges ted the
Thanksgiving turke; -probably the last solid
meal until Christmas Break-we ti·ink it's appropriate to remind those members of the first
year class who fe<·l the onset of exam fever of
just one thing : relax. It's not as all-important as
,'IOU think.
There is hardly a second year stndent in the
law school who doesn't look back on the previous
year and think about how needless their anxiety
was, and how stupid they were to succumb to it.
Once its all over, its much easier to see the fundc~ mental pointlessness of intense concern about
performance on first year exams. There ue of
course those who wil do well enough, consistently enough, to make !aw review- about eight m
each section, if last year's figures are any guide.
And for them , many hours of largely uninteresting toil over the next two years will bring
its rewards, in the form of increased job choices
and larger starting salaries. For those who have
chosen to strive for that, then is probably little
we could say that would make a difference. But
for the majority of students whose motivation
levels fall into that vast mid-range below " gunner" but above "cruise control," you should
know that you will all ge~ jobs, regardless of how
manl first year courses you ace.
So lighten up a little and look at the long term.
Don't be overly compulsive, like the poor sap we
knew last year whose Torts outline was so long
the first time around that he couldn't memorize
it for the closed-book exam. So he outlined his
outline, and outlined that, and so on, until he got
the whole course down to just one word. Then, as
he was going in to take the exam, he forgot the
word.

Handicapped
access
Two months ago the Student Senate asked the
Lawyers Club to build a ramp at one of its-entrances to provide access to handicapped persons. The director of the Lawyers Club favored
the idea and volunteered that the Club had the
money to build the ramp. The only catch, she
said, was that the ramp must be approved by the
Board of Governors and they will not meet until
sometime this spring.
Undaunted. the Senate approached a certain
faculty member who chairs the Board to ask
about the ramo . That orofessor told the Senate
he could approve the project prior to the Board of
Governors meeting, but that he, and other
faculty members, were opposed to a ramp
because of its effect on the "archtectural integrity" of the Quadrangle.
Still not satisfied, the Senate conferred with
University engineers concerning the aesthetics
of a ramp. It was told a gradual incline ramp
could be built at the State street entrance. After
a series of delays, it presented the plan to the
'Chairman of the Board' who said the plan sounded reasonable. The only problem now was that
it was too late in the year to obtain concrete for
the ramp.
Discouraged, but not defeated, the Senate
requested a temporary ramp built for the winter.
Again the Chairman balked, saying it would be
cheaper to pay someone to life handicapped persons in and out of the Lawyers Club than it would
be to build a temporary ramp.
So for the winter months, at least. there will
not be a ramp.

The educationa l value of the clinic
ends there. The Clinic seminar, though
innovative, is not focused enough to be
ei ther interesting or informative.
Rather, the seminar this year was little
more than a series of disconnected lectures on Steve P epe's Helpful Hints for
Representing the Indigent Attendance
at the seminars was low, and the level
of enthusiasm among those attending
even lower.
Anonymous

Participation in the Michigan Chmcal
Law Program is an effective way for
law students to get a taste of the bitter
reality of legal conflict be fore
graduation. If nothing else, students i'l
the Clinic learn how to intervtew clients, how to investigate the facts of a case
and gather evidence, how to draft and
file pleadings in relatively simple legal
matters, how to stand up in front of a
judge and enter an appearance without
chattering their teeth or knocking their
knees together. and how to negotiate
and resolve minor conflicts.

The Res Gestae was unable to publish all of the
comments we received
regarding the Clinic_ The
follow in g people also
submitted letters praising
the Clic prof.!,ram.
Rudy Chavez

1\Ja rk Taylor

Bob Cowell

R. G. Puzzle
DOWN
I Dutch cheese

2
3
.4
5
6
7
8

Alter dork (vor .)
M iddle Eost capitol
Direction
Southern, et. ol.
Soyogoin
Count ry picker Eorl
Keots ond Nosh
ore two
9 Summer drinks
10 Port of o min.
11 Actress leochmon
12 Chonge channels
13 Not in drive
14
Doi,
former emperor o f
138 ocross
15 Singer Brewer,
et. ol.
16 Chopped. os o t ree
17 I smell
18 Juon Corlos, e t . ol.
21 Plunder
23. Peoce symbol
25 Rule
27 Ascots
31 Mosh
3.4 Nymph
35 Sour to stes
36 More serene
37 "
G recian
Urn"
38 ~ European capitol
39 Porty to
.41 Plont bristles
43 European capitol
of old
.4.4 Preceding
45 M ountoon crest
47 Hwys.
48 Foint
49 Idolize
50 Relote
5A Texos town
55 _ _ lund
Bergman's role in
" Cosoblonco"
56 Soudi
59 Enthusoostoc
65 God ofWor
66 _ _ Sen
Adhem
68 Weight uno!
70 Browned
71 Arkin or Aldo
72 Tennis serve
73 Nigerian city
74 " londonderry
77
80
81
83
84
85
86
88
89
90
91
9.4
97

By woyof
Clomitous
Coupled
Stinking
Ayotolloh's lond
pop
G othe r
Unspeoking In
A vignon
Except thot
G lue
Browl
Bound pockoge
Steel 9irder

98 Snow
tro nsportotlon
99 Porision Priest~
101 loch _ __
104 Son of Abrohom
105 Georgetown ond
Yole coli them
Journals
106 M onkey triol
lowyer (one of
Kom isar's
favori tes)
109 Tennis pro llie
113 Affixed o seo l
116 Crescent shoped
11 7 Supply woth
64 ocross
120 .._
toi! "com·
mon French rebuke
121 Silence
122 Fostonors
123 Curves
•1 24 Mrs. Nick Charles
125 Moslem scholar
126 Grod. degree
Abbr.
127 A lgonquin t ribe
128 Afew
129 Actor Reiner
130 " Sus Stop" outhor
131 Garmon river
133
M orio
135 leather tool
136 M eadow

ACRO
1
7
11
15
19
20
22
23

qMoke beloved
Health hangouts
Boby bed
lndion desert
Quint f omily
Ciphered
M other of Zeus
Inventor John

24
26
28
29
30
32
33

34
35
36
39
40
.41
42
46
48

50
51
52
53
57

58
60
61
62

63
64
66
67
69
70
75
76
78
79
81
82
87

European capitol
European capitol
_ _ culpo
Pub favorites
landslide moteriol
Occurrences
Meons· Abbr.
Pole
Pros
Officer : Abbr.
Res idents: suffix
Promisory notes
Double this f or onti·
o lrcrolt l ire
Sw edish pop group
Decorator
Hindu dresses
Buffoon
Prophet
Slowly, in music
Aslon capito l
Forbidden news
source In 82 ocross:
Abbr.
Northern ltolion C:ity
Doctorow work
loke
Smaller in size
Piece of lond
Son of Se th
Gos
live ond
b reathe'
Coricoture
Jogged
European capitol
Sk elotol port
Eludes
Cord gome
Await ing
Nobokov work
European capitol
Austro lion bird

90
92
93
94
95
96

Heathens
Woter bird
More oged
Brown i n -43 down
Feel poorly
Soviet Republic
Capitol
99 Entreat
100 Cooling
102 Mrs. in Modrid
103 European capitol
107 Encourage
108 Nashville in its
cop.
110 Turned right, os o
horse
111 Finch
112 Concurs
11.4 Norse poem
115 Fashion
116 Bothe
117 Pointing ond
sculpture ore two
118 Aff ormotive reply
119 Curb
121 D'Orsoy, el. ol.
122 Wile of Zeus
123 Bryont. et. ol.
126 Numbskull
127 Billiard shots
129 A.F.l.'s partn er
132 Capitol to those
in 58 ocross
134 European copitol
137 Unfeeling
138
Nom
139 Wertmuller film
_ __ Awoy"
1.40 Rise up
1.41 Identical
1.42 Feminine suffix
1.43 _ _ mojesfe
1.4.4 Cord purveyor
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Shrivelling Schreier: the response
To the Editors:
David Schreier has seen fit to remind
us that sexism, elitism, and namecalling flourish in these hallowed halls.
On the positive side, his article of
11/14/80 provides a welcome challenge
to the complacency and· false sense of
accomplishment derived from seeing a
few women and minority students admitted to the aristocracy.
However much one may want the
reading room to be less crowded, selectively ousting people on the basis of
assumptions about their marital intentions, alma mater, or field or
specialization won't do the trick.
Whatever humor Schreier intended was
undone by his presumptuous labelling,
i.e., undergrad men come to pick up the
law and undergrad women come to pick
up the men. Such throw-away
stereotypes are at best superficial selfflattery, and at worst destructive perpetuation of divisiveness based on sex
and class.
Query what effect such an article will
have on a prospective woman student
who picks up a Res Gestae in the admissions office as many of us did? Consider how attitudes like this may undermine the money and time spent on
recr uiting women students.
Hopefully we can learn to think
through the destructive stereotyping
process which colors so many of our
fears , attitudes, and actions before we
embrace it at the expense of others.
Just so Mr. Schreier doesn't think us
humorless, we must ask how much time
a would-be bucking bronco spends watching his books, and how much time
watching the people he condemns for
people watching?
Signed:
Pauline Stone
Rick Olshansky
Marc Abrams
Jackie McMurtrie
Mary Durand
Kathy Hanenburg
Denise Lewis
Dorothy Goeman
Helen Foster
Deborah Chaskes
Stephen E. Chelberg
Mike Kaufman
Mark Demorest
Susan Kery
Greg Whitehair
Linda Shore
Mark F Anderson
Jonathan Banks
Mike Walsh
Rene Rosechild
Jackie Nelson
Mark Stein
Cover letters to law firms commonly
suffer from the \~riter 's unw1llmgness
to trumpet his virtues and accom
plishments. Ob\'lously. if the wr1ter can
think of little good to say about himself.
he cannot reasonably expect anyone
else to be interested in him As a guide
to those who would improve their chances of landing a job interview, I offer
the following letter, wh1ch I intend to
send to one of the major Wall Street
fi rms.
To Whom it May Concern
Are you lookmg for a dull-witted sloth
to fill a summer clerkship? By virtue of
my tolerably high grades, obtained at a
third-r ate college, and my fraudulently
high LSAT scores, obtamed after weeks
of toil at the Stanley Kaplan Center, I
managed to sneak into the University of
Michigan Law School. At present I am

Marina Park
Christine M. Brzezinski
Carol Dansereau
Pam Potrick
Patti Gardner
Lenora Ledwon
Ma ry Mason
Suellyn Scarnecchia
C. Denise Yarbrough
Karen E. Stratton
Kevyn D. Orr
Norman Gross
Felicity Brown
Paul H. Falon
Lisa C. Ward
J a mil Nasir
Kathie Hayes
Gail Brown
JaniceK. Hartwell
Sheree Kanner
Terri L. Stangl
Tim Williamson
Desiree M. Ferguson
Richard G. Kessler
Julie Hurwitz
Stuart Cohen
John Petrouski
Helen Gallagher
Alan Levine
Jayne Rizzo
Gershon Ekman
Helen Brysk
Yale Kamisar <sorry, Dave, I had to do it)
Mark Broida
Barbara S. Kellman
Rochelle Siegel
John B. Frank
Jodie Wisniewski
Tom Lotterman
Douglas Levene
Peter Zeitler
Richard Cauley

Ever since last year's successful
membership drive, the Chauvinist Law
Society's activist element has lain
dormant, concentrating instead on expanding the social awareness of current
members through such programs as
our recent- and very successful-field
trip to Amateur Night at the Krim
Theater in downtown Detroit.
However, a matter has recently come
to our attention which we feel we must
comment on. We are referring, of course, to Mr . David Schreier's column in
the last R. G. concerning the presence of
various types of non-law students in our
Reading Room. ll seems that this article has drawn sharp criticism from
certain elements in the law school
community for allegedly singling out
undergraduate women for excessive
abuse. We strongly feel that Mr.
struggling through my first-and quite
probably last-year of studies.
Should you be so foolish as to grant
me an interview, please schedule It for
any time before January 10: On that
date my first-semester grades,
tragically. will become available. I
have enclose4 a deceptively appealing
resume Remember that for every
meager accomplishment listed therein,
an accurate resume would disclose at
least two abysmal failures.
If the truth be told, I am rather
hoping that you don't respond favorably
to this letter. I certainly have no intention of ever taking a real job in New
York City. In fact, the mere thought of
spending an entire summer on your
pathetic little island is almost more
than I can bear.
Sincerely,
Mark S. Stein

Schreier has overstepped the bounds of
reason and good taste with his caustic
remarks.
If Mr. Schreier's campaign against
the lovely ladies of the law library is
successful, the Reading Room will reek
of dreary, drab dullness. How will a
male law student. worn from wrangling
with the wearying workload be able to
persuade some pleasant personality to
join him for a coffee break? In Mr.
Schreier's world, what sordid scene will
the average male law student encounter upon elevating his eyes from the
pages of his book? Instead of finding inviting individuals ambling airily down
the aisles, Mr. Schreier would force us
into an unenviable choice between
socializing with other law students, and
doing our studying.
The authors are active members of CLS,
whose Board of Directors guarantees their
anonymity, in order to shield them from
reprisals.

To the Editors:
I was beginning to feel quite a sense
of pride in this school until I r ead The

Town Schreier in the November 14th
edition of the Res Gestae.
The writer's feeble and offensive attempt at humor, which consisted of
ridiculing other law schools, was unbecoming in an institution whose sense
of greatness is best expressed by the
service it renders to society and to the
legal profession.
Further , I cannot understand what
purpose is ser ved by denigrating other
law schools when so much of society is
still underrepresented because so many
lawyers are overprices.
Finally, I would like to apologize to
the students of Hamline and Gonzaga
Schools of Law for the adolescent
boorishness of someone who appears,
incredibly, to believe he is a superior
human being simply because he is a
student here.
Sincerely,
Kathy Hanenburg
In response to "The Town Schreier :
The Library Scene," I am speaking on
behalf of the consciencious, obedient,
continued on page 8

Wheezing about coughs
Why is it that audiences feel
compelled to emit all manner of
noises between movements of
musical pieces? The supposedly sophisticated Ann Arbor audiences pride themselves
on knowing when not to applaud
during a performance. They
reveal themselves, however, to
be true boors when they spend
the
moments
between
movemen ts
c oughing ,
belching, talking, etc. Some individuals seem to be competing
for honors in loudness and endura nce! The problem has
become so pronounced that a
puzzled and offended performer recently turned on the
audience in exasperation. The
audience was forced to laugh
embarassed.ly at its immature
behavior.
Why is the behavior so bad if
it does not interrupt the music?
Because it does interrupt the
music! A m~1ti-movement
piece of music is a single entity.
The breaks between movements serve several definite purposes as integral parts of the
whole. Conceptually, the silence in music is just as important
a structural element as the
sound in providing aural
organization. (For those more
visually oriented among you,
the silence is to the music what
the canvas is to the painting. ) It
also serves as punctuation after
cadences, similar to the spaces
after a period that separate two
sentences or paragraphs.
The
silence
between
movements
affords
the
musici_a ns as well as the

audience an opportunity to
" change gears ;" to shift from
one tempo or mood to another .
Moreover, the silence allows
the audience time to contemplate the previous movement
and its relation to the entire
piece. It is not a time for
distracting audience participation; the audience has its
chance to approve or disapprove of the performance at the
work's conclusion.
I am not complaining about
those music lovers who ,
plagued by colds or coughs, endure that unbearable tickle until the least disturbing moment.
I criticize those in good health
who habitually resort to unnecessary honking. If these indifiduals are bored with the
performance, they should
relieve themselves and the rest
of the audience by leaving.
Perhaps th ey should never
have attended the concert.
Generally,
Ann
Arbor
audiences respond with sensitivity, courtesy, and appreciation for the superb performances to which they are
treated. Most concert-goers '
take advantage of the silence to
participate in a performance in
a manner intended by the composer-silently absorbed. I
hope the "rude minority" of
noisemakers will become sensitized to the distractions they
impose on the rest of us, at least
enough to refrain from their
embarrassing behavior in the
future.
Alyssa J. Taubman

Bream And Gilbert
· Icy Precision
by Paul Bergh orr
Julian Bream's solo guitar recital at
Hill Auditorium on November 10 was
one of the most eujoyable concerts I
have ever attended. He is a true
English gentleman, poised, reserved,
and very serious about his music.
Though Segovia's tone may be a trifle
warmer and Parkening's fingers are a
bit surer, Julian Bream is a master of
the guitar. His artistry is sublime
relaxing and truly delightful ; just what
I needed after the Reagan landslide.
Bream had some problems changing
positions during the first selection
Passacaille and Gigue in D by sylvi~
Weiss, but the strength of his interpretation was obvious. This light and
airy piece set the mood for the intensity
to follow.
Entrancing is the only wor d I can
think of to describe the transcription of
Bach's Sonata No. 1 for Violin and Bass.
I do not think I breathed throughout.
Rarely have I heard such thoughtful
and convincing Bach. Bream made the
introspective Fuga and the more open
Ad~gio and Siciliano flow naturaUy and
eastly. The guitarist's presence was
never obtrusive, which left the Baroque
master's genius all that more apparent.
Though Bream's virtuosity was slightly
strained in the Presto, the total effectremained one of perfect proportion.
How can so called " purists" decry
transcriptions?

STEVE'S LUNCH
"The Omelet Shop"

1313 SOUTH UNIVERSITY
Special
th lb. Hombourger Steak
Pototo.s, Toost & Je lly

$3.15
HOURS:Mon-Thur 8-5
Fri -Sot 8-7
Su n 9-7

The remainder of the performance
consisted of newer works by Latin
composers . Julian played them with insight that far transcended their true
worth. Though aU of the pieces were
pleasing, this genre, with very few exceptions, is not musically deep. But this
is unfair for many of these works are
not intended to be weighty.
Perhaps the only exception was Invocation et Danse, a 1961 composition
by Joaquin Rodrigo. The mood was at
times brooding, at others playful , yet
Rodrigo brought these great contrasts
together without ragged seams- it did
not sound like the usual medly of folk
songs. The Rodrigo a lso displayed
Bream' s master y of the guitar 's
variegated tone colors. The haunting
theme that opened and closed the piece
was played entirely in harmonics. The
tremolo passages, muted bass runs
myr iad perc ussive effects and
humorous danse macabre were all
handled inteUigently by Bream .
In fact , the only blemish on the performance was the heating system at
Hill. the guitar's sound is very delicate
and the heater's version of someone
walking up and down the stairs with
skis on bu tcher ed severa l soft
passages. I, for one, would rather be a
little cold than pOt up with the
squawking of the ducts. Bream , much
to his credit, ignored the problem. Too
bad I cannot do the same with Reagan.

CIA
From page3
a half-hour interview rather than
protest them. Of course, we do not want
the CIA to conduct clandestine interviews or secret activities of any kind. In
fact, if he bad listened to the speeches
at the demonstration, Cub would have
known that we favor total abolition of
~e CIA as it has existed throughout its
~tory . But we can't believe he is
serious if he thinks all the CIA needs is
a good lecture and it will reform its
ways! Open interviewing by the CIA at
U of M does not mean that the CIA will
tap persons who will have the conviction to change that agency from within
and to stop the parade of murders and

May your Christmas be white r--J
and your shoes \ 'Cif5Po.~O'

Kenneth Gilbert gave a tepid and inconsistent • performance at Rackham
Audito~ium last Saturday night. The
Canadtan harpsichordist obviously
possessed the requisite technical skills
but, in stark contrast to Bream , h~
showed an exasperating lack of musical
sensitivity and insight Rhythm is vital
to Baroque keyboard works and Gilbert
seemed oblivious to the havoc he
wrecked with the delicate tempi . He
constantly varied the pulse in a
-misguided attempt to highlight the
most beautiful phra ses, always
lingering for a fuller effect The result,
however, was a sterile patchwork of ornamentation, devoid of continuity.
Don't get me wrong. I do not believe
that correct Baroque interpretation
depends on icy precision. On the contrary, I think that great Bach, for
example, is a product of very small and
subtle deviations from the metronome
just enough to create the sensation of
inevitable propulsion or hesitancy .
Gilbert was small but never subtle. To
be fair he did improve as the progam
, went on, but not much.
The evening began with three pieces
by the incredibly obscure Jean-Henri
d' Anglebert- all trill, no substance, instantly forgettable . The 17th " Ordre"
by Francois Coup~rin le Grand and
Rameau 's Suite from Les lndes galantes both revealed the idiosyncratic virtues of these French com poser s.
intimidation that characterizes U.S.
~oreign policy and intelligence. Cub's
mference that it's better for liber als to
work for the CIA than those who would
agree with the Agency's reactionary
practices misses the point. First of all.
this suggestion is analogous to saying
that blacks should join the KKK or that
J ews should join the Nazi Party in order to " reform from within." The purpose of the CIA as a n institution is to
engage in a ctivities to eliminate the
possibility for progressive refor m and
change, just as the purposes of the KKK
and Nazi Party are to eliminate blacks,
Jews and other historically oppr essed
peoples. Secondly, no matter bow many
people are hired who may challenge the
illegal practices of the CIA <which is
highly doubUul anyway>, the Heritage
Foundation Repor t (referred to above)
indicates that these activities are
destined to continue and to intensify in

·

241 E. Liberty Ann Arbor- 663-2637
(Aeros! (rom Federal Buildina)

10-5:30 Fri. 10-7
VISA MASTERCRARG E

Couperm's som bre wit peeked througb
Gilbert's excessive ornamentation as
did the gaiety of Rameau. Bach's F~ur
th English Suite did not fare so welL
The night's best was the three unidentified sonatas by Domenico Scarlatti.
D. Scarlatti was the most innovative
a nd creative keyboard composer of the
Baroque period. <just ask Ralph Kirkpatrick. l Even avowed Bach freaks will
admit this in unguarded momen ts .
Gilbert used the two keyboards of the
harpsichord thoughtfully to produce
balanced readings of these intellectually imposing, yet accessible. works Unfortunately he did not play any of the
sonatas' couplets, an omission which
m~rred his only moments of coherence .
By the way, the instrument was not to
blame. The Pennsylvanian harpsichor d
was a fine specimen with fuJI-bodied
timbre and a large array of slops. T oo
bad it could not play itself.
Martti Talvela, the acclaimed Finnish bass, canceled his November 16
concert due to illness. The perform ance will be rescheduled and the original
tickets honored.
Recommended recordings:
Phi. Universo 6581 028, D. Scar latti
Keyboard Sonatas by Blandine Verlet
(import>
RCA LSC-2896, Bach Suites for Lute
by Julian Bream <guitar)
the future , e .g., illegal surveillance
within this country (which is prohibited
by the CIA Charter ) and support for
right-wing r egimes around the world .
In other words, the CIA, at this point , is
not " reformable."
We are not challenging only those exceptional cases where the CIA " g ot
caught ;" rather, we challenge the
legitimacy of an Agency whose sole
purpose is to undermine and destoy
progressive struggles for social change
and democracy in this country and
around the world. By allowing the CIA
to recruit from this ca mpus, the
University of Michiga n lends i ts
prestige to the CIA and condones these
nefarious practices. For all those who
still have ears , the NLG, oth er
organizations, and individual supporters raise a cry against this complicity .
Rather than attack the Guild for
protesting the CIA 's presence and
existence, we urge all those who
recognize the danger of the CIA to join
in the struggle to keep this Agency and
others like it <FBI, KKK, etc) from
destr oying our civil liberties completely.
. M'
0 eruse
Sincerely
ttcham
Jerome S Hill
'
She~ry Estes
Jose A. B~acamonte
De~tree Fe~guson Stuart Levy
J~lte Hurwttz
Ron Steinberg
.Rick.Kessler
Bob Gillett
T~rrt S_ta,ngl
Broderick J ohnson
Ttm Wilham son and other
John

Layaway

Gill Cc rtiftcatcs
for conccrls available

Burton 1bwer. Ann Arbor 48109
\Xeckday~ 9-4:30 :&L 9-12
665-3717
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Basketball
Tournament
All interested parties should take
note that the sign up sheet for the annual Law School basketball tourna ment
is now posted on the first floor of Legal
Researc.h . The tournament will be held
early next term : the weekends of
J anuary 17 and 24. We would like to get
all teams signed up before the Christmas br eak.
Spaces are limited for this tournament, so it is to your advantage to
sign up early. Tea ms will be able to enter next term only if ther e is space

available at that time: A twelve dollar
deposit will be required to be paid
before teams may play. It will be
refunded if the team supplies referees
for other games.
This year 's tournament will be double
elimination all the way through. As a
result, teams will be expected to play
more than one game on days in which
they win. There will be both a men 's
and women 's division. Trophies will be
awarded for both.
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One Man Team
Recently, the feisty Law Gold team
pulled its way into a second pla ce finish
in the Intra mural wrestling tournament 's graduate division. The team
had a turnout of six participants, the
highest total in two years, and easily
defeated the third place opposition .
Larry Abel won the individual title in
the 145 pound weight class to wind up as
Gold's only ultimate cham pion.
One of the highlights of the event
feat1,1red the display of Matt Green, one
man team . Matt (allegedly through
clerical error ) was signed up as th·e
Law Dogs. He was the only member

si-gned up for that team but n1s
wrestling expertise brought him into
the finals and a second place finish in
the 160 pound weight class. By this effort , Matt tied for third among all
graduate teams with the highly..,touted
MBA Blue competitors. The word is out ,
that Matt is planning to enter the up- ·
coming basketball competition as a one
man team following his remarkable
success in this contest.
Congratulations should be extended
to all participa nts who managed to keep
Law Gold close to the awesome Denta l
school squad.

Heisman Hunches
The real purpose of this article was to
DESPITE THE NUMBER of talented
discuss the Heisman trophy. The local
quarter backs. I don't think a signal
experts of row 90 felt that Mark Herrcaller will nab the trophy this year. The
mann effectibely eliminated himself
player with the best shot at quaraterfrom competition by his total reliance
back is probably Art Schlichter. He has
on the 5 yard completion against
a solid team to support him and three
Michigan and the resulting 4 intercepyears of outstanding press coverage
tions. I would agree. Michigan may
behind him . Poor teams binder inhave been the best defensive team
dividual standouts like Rich Campbell
Herrmann had to contend with, but
of California and Tim Clifford of lnthat's hardly an excuse for looking
diana. Schlichter is howver only a
terrible.
junior. Also, his team has lost the Big
I ha ve to wonder who the viable canTen championship on a day when he
didates for the Heisman are .
completed something like 35 per cent of
Realistically, you have to eliminate a
his passes. A Rose Bowl berth and a
lot of truly excellent players just
hogt win over Michigan certainly would
because of the positions which they
have aided his cause.
play. George Lilja of Michigan, Hugh
In this football year , I think a running
Green of Pittsburgh, E . J . Junior of ' back will win the Heisman (N.B. a runAlabama and Ken Easley of UCLA are
ning back has won it every year for the
all magnificent players, but lineman
last nine). George Rogers looks to me
and defensive backs don't have a grip
like a tailor made candidate. He is a
on the glory positions . there are
senior and he plays for a respectable
numerous others whose talent is conteam which anchored a bowl bid. He 's
cealed merely because they don't get a
had national publicity for very solid
chance to show their ability play after
performances against both Michigan
play or with impressi ve scor ing
and top ranked Georgia. He's among
statistics. ( If any non-offensive back
the nation's leaders in rus hing yardage
were to win the Heisman this year ,
and comprises a one man attack for the
Hugh Green would be my favorite.)
Sou th Carolina Gamecocks . His
Other factors beside position go into
presence turns a mediocre team into a
the Heisman determination . Class is no
great team.
minor consideration . Somehow the
Rogers won't waltz away with the
voters like the idea that the nation's b
competition, I'm sure. J arvis Redwine
est college football player is a senior .
of Nebraska has one of the highest yarNational publicity is also essential.
ds gained per attempt averages in the
The individua ls who vote for the
country. He also plays for a top ranked
trophy are... typically a diverse group,
school. Amos La wrence of North
and the more often you see someone's
Carolina has a shot with his outstanding
name in print, the more likely you are
three hundred plus yard performance
to imagine that he's good. A related facearlier this season. Freeman McNeil is
tor in this is your team record. It's not
also a mong the nation's leading runeasy to win a Heisman unless your
ners on a UCLA team which has
team goes somewhere. Although this
knocked off opponents like Ohio State,
may be related to the idea that the best
Purdue, and USC. Unfortunately for
college football player will " make" the
McNeil, his team won't see any post
team, it's not entirely fair , but almost
sea s on action because of t heir
always true.
probation status.

Final Notes
The last Sports Poll of the year was won
by John McDermo tt, a well known
South Dakota sympathizer. The sports
editor would like to thank all of you for
your participation this year. I hope that
this traditionwill be continued in the
future.
The sports section will no longer be in
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Vahan's
Clothing & Tailoring
for those wbo need to d ress conservatively, but don' t want to
Sllcrifice style. C ome to Vaban 's, tbe tailor who gives you the
perfect fit.
Alterations for Men and Women
Moo.-Sat
9:00 to 5:30
Fri.
9:00 to 8:30
311 East L iberty
Ann A rbor, Michigan 48104
t:hone 662-7888
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Freah Flowera

a Plante

1104 S. University
Ann Arbor. Michigan 48104
313/996-1811

Your Compus Flower Connection
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NOW OPEN

Normandie
Flowers

my hands. I'm off to California to gel a
Wes tern perspective on the s ports
scene but Phil Dutt has volunteered to
take my place in this magnificent
chronicle. Any suggestions for changes
on this page should now be addressed to
him.
George Schisler
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FISH & CHIPS
~
• SANDWICHES • STEAKS
OPENFORLUNCHEO NANDDINNER

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
WEDNESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

EASY LISTENING MUSIC
ENGLISH ALE
COCKTAILS
118 EAST WASHINGTON
663-9757
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For god's sake, get out?
by George Cole
In the next three weeks, most of us
will be going through an experience
that will severely test us. (Pun intentional.> Insomnia, tension, irritability,
and depression will join together until a
veritable pall descends over the confines of Hutchins Hall and the Quad. It
is predominantly at this point
(especially for first-year students) that
the idea of quitting law school seems to
become salient. Why not quit? For, after all, that way you would get out of
exams.
A number of reasons will almost instantly be raised by the Deans, faculty,
and fellow students against this
question, "proving" that quitting would
be wrong. The result of this is that most
(95 +% > students at the University of
Michigan Law School do indeed
finish their three-year stint.- (For encouragement, the percentage who actuaHy fail is very, very, very low.) Most
often, though, the option of leaving the
pursuit of a J.D. is not treated as a
serious, meaningful, actual option
which can have value and sense- instead it is treated lightly as a choice of
"weaklings" or as a choice raised for
protest's sake. No one bas ever, that I
know of or have heard of, seriously
supported or at least examined this op-
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sonal goals that would be shunted aside
(some forever !) by your pursuit of the
U of M Diploma. <And the guarantee of
the monstrosity of the "Bar Exam" if
you do wish to become a lawyer solely
for the titular status.) You will be
spared the remammg traumas
heralded in the "scared to death
worked to death , bor ed to death':
algorithm . You can start seeing much
more of friends , loves, possibly family.
For those who came straight through,
your adolescence can finally be ended,
and you will enter the "real world" and
start learning through the valuable, if
inexplicable, process known as "experience." If you get a job, you can
even be earning money! Maybe not as
much as you would as a lawyer- but innation will not be as heavy an effect on
your salary level/disposable real income, and you have 'X' more years
worth. And very, very, few of the
lawyers in this country truly get "rich"
as lawyers-although U of M grads are
a slightly higher proportion of that
group than, for example, John Marshall
-continued from page 5
grads.
and hard workers. I agree with David
To have a student consider, or
Schreier on his categories of Jaw · discuss, the idea of quitting seriously, is
library groupies (except for Mike M.D.
seen as a threat by most law-educationand Doris D.D.S. ). David accurately . oriented people. Because that student is
describes Suzie Soc. , Paul Poli Sci,
raising the possibility that a legal
mary MRS and Milch Malpractice.
education is wrong. This threatens the
However, there are those of us studen·
investment in time, energy, and comts, upper level if you please, who cannot.
mitment in public made by their fellow
concentrate in the UGLI, Grad, Dental
students and faculty, because it raises
or Medical librar ies swarming with
the potential that their efforts will be
yippie undergrads. The law library not
perceived as wasteful and foolish. (The
only provides a conducive atmosphere
threat of having made an incorrect
for studying, but a convenient lication
assessment and decision will be the
for those living on the south side of
more ego-threatening the more a percampus.
son depends on a self-worth based on
U the law library was full of diligent
high intelligence.
law students studying seriously in
To an academic, the phrase " if you're
every chair , I agree, that is a reason to
so smar t, why ain't you rich?" is not
restrict the library to Jaw students. But,
nearly as vile an insult as the phrase "If
since so many law students need not
you're so smart, why'd you ma ke such
study, except around exam time and
a dumb mistake?" Furthermore, the
since they have so few class hours: they
student raises the possibility that there
have time enough during the day to
is not only a value to be found in life
complete their work. As a r esult there
other than the Law <perhaps Self-Calm,
are many chairs in the evening hours
or Family), but a system of judging
( this was not degrading to law studenvalues superior to the Law. The next
ts: many work hard, but many do not) .
step is to suggest that there are Rights
Those student who value a nice
other than those found in the Conlibrary and spend many hours in deep
stitution or Common Law, perhaps!
concentration (including Mike M.D.
From whence, anarchy cometh. If a
and Doris D.D.S. ) should appreciate
faculty member has spent his life learthe opportunity and privilege of
ning the Law, then learning· how to
studying at the law library.
teach it. he has made a powerful
Putting this whole thing in the social
statement to himself and others that be
perspective, which we all require in orconsiders the Law to be important. A
der to be well-rounded individuals, you
student who proposed to quit would be
law students need diverse, exciting and - intimating that the Law either is less
well-rounded people in your midst. You
important than something else, or
~aw students will drive each other crazy
perhaps just "irrevere)lt."
if you are left alone, expecially if you
It is a lot easier to denigrate the perare left alone in a half empty library.
son threatening your values ("law
An Appreciative
Readin Room Re ular
tion ; the institutions are here to get you
through, after all.
Since one or the requirements or legal
analysis is the ability to take both sides
of an issue with equal concern, it strikes
me as a bit odd that the pressures to
finish a legal education at this school
are so one-sided. Since tbe tuition
money (which supports the Law School
to a substantial degree, therefore the
faculty and administrators ) would halt
if a student drops out, the institution
has a vested interest in the student's
continuation of his/ her studies. It is a
question that probably has occurred to
every law student during their legal
education-it deserves serious consideration!
After all, if you do quit, you no longer
will have to spend the remainder of the
three years required for a J .D. or the
thousands (or tens of thousands if outof-state) of dollars that Law School
·r equires. You free yourself to seek
other options, caree~ patterns, or per-

students who quit are weaklings") or
the alternative values they present a s
worthy of pursuit <"family just isn't a s
Globally Meaningful as Law is to
Humanity"), than it is to admit to the
possible validity of the person 's
judgment and values, measure
them- according to their own terms- and accept that, for that person,
your convictions, lifestyle, and values
are not superior.
But as students. can't we demand
that faculty and deans, who have mor e
experience <and on average, greater
wisdom ), honestly and fully perform
these difficult tasks? Doesn't the concept of "hypothesis-testing" which lies
behind a lot of legal analysis require
that this be done? Shouldn't the
question, "Why not quit?" be one that
faculty ought to face from every
student paying tuition?
It may be that the strain of law school
is so great that by admitting this doubt
has validity <however much it ma y
deserve it ) will result in increasing
numbers of failures/drop outs. Does
that speak against the value of the
question-or of the system producing
the strain? Systems of beliefs that cannot admit or doubt during indoctrination tend to be rigid, unr elated to
reality, and ultimately discarded by
society. However, oefore there is a rush
to Dean Ecklund 's office, let me point
out some prosaic, common-sense approaches to this question.
First, periods of stress (finals ) and
times of emotional depression (ditto)
are not noted for calm, reasonable,
stable decision-making. The problem is
worsened if a person is in need of sleep.
Second, priorities of tasks have to be
established with the desire to keep options open- if you might want to continue, you really do have to pass those
finals! Third, a sense of proportion is
required whenever value-judgments
are made- or at least, a sense of
humor. The idea is to be able to see both
sides at once. Last, I wish to point out
that I have answered this question in
favoring of continuing my lega l
education-many times. Circumstances may change beyond our control. If
you're tired, and looking for the easy
way out, and think quitting is the " easy
way out" you obviously haven't considered the question " Why quit? "
enough to establish any reason in favor
of that action-you just don't want to
continue (but you did start here . . .
what changed?) Something in each of
us brought us here, from interest in the
law, to a desire for justice, to pure
greed, to a search for a stable income,
at a higher level than union wages.
But is that still a valid answer to the
question. "Why not Quit?"
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